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I Model:

I Consumer discloses information

I Seller makes a product recommendation

I A key trade-o˙:

I Beneft: Recommend/advertise appropriate products

I Cost: (Potential) price discrimination

Question 

What are the welfare & price implications of 
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Model: Primitives 

Players: 
I Seller sells products 1 and 2 

I Consumer with unit demand 

I (u1, u2): value of each product, IID 

Preferences: 
I Consumer: value (uk) − price, or zero 

I Seller: revenue 
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Information Disclosure 
I Before observing (u1, u2), Consumer chooses a disclosure � �

1level δ ∈ 2 , 1 

I Seller observes δ and a signal realization 

δ u1 ≥ u2 signal 1 

1 − δ 

1 − δ 

signal 2u1 ≤ u2 
δ 
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Timing of Game & Solution Concept 

Seller Consumer’s 
Consumer recommends purchase 
chooses δ a product decision 

Pricing Pricing 
(Nondisc.) (Disc.) 

Solution: SPE with Seller and Consumer’s tie-breaking 
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Summary 

Welfare & price implications of consumers’ privacy? 

Model: 
I Multi-product Seller 
I Consumer with limited attention 
I Information a˙ects pricing & recommendation 

Results: Committing NOT to price discriminate 

1. benefts Seller, 

2. hurts Consumer, and 

3. may improve total welfare 

Extension: Selling data 



Market for Data 

I Seller can o˙er fnancial incentives for collecting info. 
O˙er: What Consumer discloses + how much Seller pays 

I Consumer accepts → Seller obtains info and makes payment 

I Consumer rejects → play the original game 

I Again, consider two pricing regimes 
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Appendix 

Concrete example of disclosure level δ 
I With probability 0.5, Consumer is of type k ∈ {1, 2} 
I Type k values product k more, and visits Website k with prob. 

0.6 everyday (non-strategic) 
I Seller understands this correlation 
I Browsing history (1221212112 · · · ) 
I Consumer decides the length of history to share (1 week? 1 

year?) without realizing how his browsing history looks like 
I If Seller can access a long history, it can more accurately 

predict Consumer’s type 
I Sharing longer history = Greater δ 


